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Dear Parents: 
 
Our second book discussion of the year will be held virtually on Wednesday, December 16th through Google                 
Classroom and Google Meet from 5:45 until 6:30 pm. This special night will be open to all students in grades 6th -                      
8th. To make this event an exciting one, we will be doing some fun virtual activities. 
 
BOOK CHAT: For our second chat of the year, we will be offering only one book. A summary of this text that has                       
been chosen for the MS Book Chat can be found below. Participants will be responsible for signing up for an eBook                     
copy with Mrs. McParland or obtaining their own book and reading the text prior to the Book Chat session in order                     
that they may share their thoughts and feelings about the text.  
 
MIDDLE SCHOOL BOOK CHAT/GOOGLE CLASSROOM: Please have students join with Google Classroom            
code: 7xeurnz. Once students join the Google Classroom, they can sign up for the book chat and request an ebook                      
copy to be assigned to them on SORA. The Google Meet code will be posted in this Google Classroom and all of the                       
evenings interactive activities will be available through this platform.  
 
Respectfully, 
 

Christopher J. Michael, Ed.D.                                                                  Mrs. Melissa McParland   
 

Christopher J. Michael, Ed.D.                                                        Mrs. Melissa McParland  
Director of English Language Arts                                                Middle School Library Media Specialist  
 
 

BOOK CHAT    Wednesday, December 16th, 2020 (5:45-6:30 pm) 
 

Chomp  
by Carl Hiaasen 
When Wahoo Cray’s dad—a professional animal wrangler—takes a job with a reality            
TV show called Expedition Survival!, Wahoo figures he'll have to do a bit of wrangling               
himself to keep his father from killing Derek Badger, the show's inept and egotistical              
star. But the job keeps getting more complicated: Derek Badger insists on using wild              
animals for his stunts; and Wahoo's acquired a shadow named Tuna—a girl who's             
sporting a shiner courtesy of her father and needs a place to hide out.  
 
They've only been on location in the Everglades for a day before Derek gets bitten by a                 
bat and goes missing in a storm. Search parties head out and promptly get lost               
themselves. And then Tuna's dad shows up . . . 
 
It's anyone's guess who will actually survive Expedition Survival. . .  


